EVBox
charging management
The future of transportation is electric.
EVBox prepares you and your business for this transition.

22 kW AC

charging station

Managing charging stations
1
with EVBox

Drive electric,
charge everywhere.
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Meet EVBox
charging management
Easy, intelligent, and insightful. Our EVBox charging
management software lets you track, manage, and
optimize electric car charging, wherever you are.

Hassle-free
invoicing

Easy and smart
management

Insights into your
business growth

Automate the invoicing and
reimbursement of charging
costs with multiple stakeholders
and generate hassle-free
income by setting fees for
your charging station users.

Manage multiple charging
stations, transactions, and
users from a single interface
with ease and (energy)
efficiency.

Get real-time insights into
charging transactions and
behavior. Add an unlimited
number of users, stations, and
cards to scale and sustain your
EV charging business.

IDEAL FOR

Apartments and
private homes

Workplaces

Commercial
parking

Retail

Hospitality

Car fleets

Transit and
transport
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How does EVBox
manage charging
stations?
With EVBox, you can view the status and usage

data of your charging stations, automate remote
updates of your stations’ firmware, and get access
to 24/7 support.
EVBox ensures that every car is charged optimally at
all times, by allowing you to group up to 20 charging
points using the Hub-Satellite configuration. This
configuration helps you to manage multiple charging
points per location, reduce your connection fees,
and distribute the available power capacity—no
matter the limit.
EVBox also gives you the option to set up charging

profiles by adjusting your stations’ maximum power
capacity based on the power available at your
location. You’re also able to set charging schedules
that can vary over the course of a day or week.
You can even have EVBox configure your charging
stations to autostart without using any physical
tokens (e.g. charge cards or apps).

SMART CHARGING
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Easy and smart
management

How does EVBox
help you settle costs
and earn revenue?
Set charging fees based on kWh consumed by your
users and receive monthly revenue straight into your
account with the automated invoicing process.

Employer and employee agree on a
reimbursement rate per kWh.

You can choose from a number of access settings for
your charging station(s) and publish your charging
stations online. This ensures that all EV drivers can
find your stations via various apps.
EVBox also collects charging transaction data
to help you easily manage the settlement and
reimbursement of charging costs. You can choose to
automate this entire process using the automated
reimbursement service.

Employee charges the EV at home and EVBox collects the
charging data from the connected and metered station.

On a monthly basis, the employee receives a credit invoice
and payment based on the agreed reimbursement rate and
the actual consumption.

QUICK AND EASY
AUTOMATED SETTLEMENT

Employer receives the invoice for the reimbursed transactions.

Hassle-free invoicing
and reimbursement
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How does EVBox
scale your business?
EVBox grants users access based on your needs
and their responsibilities. You can add as many
users to your account as you need.
EVBox also gives you real-time insights into
charging sessions and charging behavior (e.g.
kWh charged, duration) per user, station,
location, and time. You can also observe active
charging sessions and export detailed reports
as PDF and CSV files.

DOWNLOAD REALTIME
AND HISTORICAL
INSIGHTS
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Insights into your
business growth

How does EVBox
work for EV drivers?

Set charging fee
(one time)

EVBOX CHARGING
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Receive revenue
(recurs monthly)

STATION OWNER
Drivers charge
and pay the
charging fees

Drivers can start and stop charging via the Hey
EVBox mobile app (available for iOS and Android)
and the desktop app, hey.evbox.com.
Drivers can view the status of charging stations.
Drivers can see the usage history and fees of their
charging activity.
Drivers can get reimbursed automatically for
charging sessions (if set up by employer).
Drivers can use the Hey for Drivers app to initiate

charging via credit card with the charging stations
managed by EVBox.

EV DRIVER

Reliable charging
with EVBox
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Get started
with EVBox
The EVBox charging management system is compatible with all
EVBox charging stations. Here’s how you can get your own.

TELL US YOUR PREFERENCES
Enter your preferences in a short online form available at evbox.com/quote.
It’s free and takes just two minutes!

GET YOUR FREE QUOTE
We'll give you a call to discuss your needs and provide you with
a commitment-free price estimation.

TECHNICAL VISIT
Upon approval, our technicians will inspect your site and power capacity
to determine your final installation plan and price.

INSTALLATION & ACTIVATION
Our highly-skilled and certified installers will safely set up your new station
at the optimal location on your site.

MAINTENANCE & SUPPORT
Alongside our partners, we provide you with ongoing maintenance and support.
We're available 24/7 online and via phone.

Get started today at evbox.com/quote
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Drive electric,
charge everywhere.
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Learn more at evbox.com
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